Complement system and age-related macular degeneration: drugs and challenges
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Abstract: Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is directly attributable to vision loss, posing significant pressure on public health. AMD is recognized to be a multi-factorial disease and among them, complement system is under heated discussion in recent years. In this review, we start with an overview of complement pathways involved in AMD and their therapies correspondingly. Finally, we discuss the development of the therapeutics existed now. Also, we enclose a list of drugs undergoing clinical trials.
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Introduction
Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a progressive disease and the leading cause of irreversible vision impairment among people over 50 years old in Western populations.1 Asia, especially People’s Republic of China, is undergoing similar scenario now. Although Asia has a relatively low prevalence right now, it is estimated to see a lot more AMD patients considering the large population.2 Up to 26.65 million people were suffering from AMD in 2015. It is projected to reach 31.23 million in 2020 and 55.19 million in 2050 in People’s Republic of China.3 There also sees a surge in AMD prevalence, bringing out severe financial burden and time constraints on patients.

AMD is classified into two stages: early and late stage. Clinical examinations can see drusen, the yellow deposits under the retinal pigment epithelium in the central region of the retina in early AMD.4 It can also be differentiated in the other way: exudative (wet) AMD and geographic (dry) AMD (Figure 1). Repeated injection of anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) has become a well-recognized therapy for patients with wet AMD. However, there is no effective treatment yet for dry AMD to slowdown the progression5 while it occupies approximately 90% of the AMD patients.

AMD is presumed to be a multi-factorial disease.6 The age group that contributed most was 60–64 years in 2015 and actually, aging is the strongest demographic risk factor for AMD. Except for aging, smoking is also a common environmental factor in Asians.7 Among its complex pathogenesis, immune dysfunction is one of the recurring topics currently.8 Among the immune dysfunction, the complement pathway is the most widely discussed and well established as emerging evidence suggests its causative role in the development of AMD. Several complement members such as complement component 5 (C5) and C3 have been identified in drusen,9,10 proving that complement
Dysregulation is an important element in drusen biogenesis. Furthermore, early in 2005, genetic evidence has been discovered between AMD and variants of complement pathway-associated genes. A common variant in complement factor H increased a 7.4-fold risk in developing AMD in individuals homozygous for this risk allele. Recent years also saw identification of multiple genes involving in early-onset and familial occurrence of AMD. Nearly all of them are located in complement genes, emphasizing the role of complement system. From this perspective, complement inhibition is a potential target to treat AMD. In this review, we will discuss diverse immune cell types involved in AMD and their therapies accordingly.

The complement pathways

The complement system (Figure 2) works as the major part of the innate immune system, defending the foreign pathogens and modified self-tissues. It makes up of three pathways: classical pathway (CP), lectin pathway (LP) and alternative pathway (AP). Each has its own trigger while they seem to merge sometime to activate the same protein: complement component 3 (C3). The CP usually responds to antigen-antibody complexes. It is initiated through the interaction between C1q and antibodies. After the activation of C1 complex, it cleaves the complement C2 and C4 into C2a, C2b, C4a and C4b. C4b and

Figure 1 Clinical manifestations of age-related macular degeneration. (A) Images of optical coherence tomogram (OCT) (above) of choroidal neovascularization (CNV). Continuity of the retinal pigment epithelial is destroyed with local thickening and protuberance (red arrow). (B) Images of OCT of drusen (below) (red arrow).

Figure 2 Flow diagram shows three separate complement pathways: lectin pathway, alternative pathway and classical pathway (orange box). All three pathways converge at complement protein C3 (red circle). Many drugs targeting specific complement components are being studied (gray line).

Abbreviations: CFB, complement factor B; CFD, complement factor D.
C2a bind to form C4b2a, which is a C3 convertase. It further binds to C3b to form C5 convertase and so on. The LP is usually activated by binding mannose residues, either via mannose-binding lectin ficolin. They resemble C1q and bind to the homologues of C1r and C1s called Mannan-binding lectin-associated serine proteases (MASPs). MASP-1, MASP-2 and MASP-3 are discovered in turn. MASP-2 is similar to C1s in catalytic specificity and able to cleave C2 and C4. The AP is implicated closely with the pathogenesis of AMD in many studies. It is regarded as the amplification mechanism for the other two pathways. It is usually initiated by C3 convertase to cleave complement C3 into C3a and C3b. Both C3 and C5 convertases play a vital role in forming the final product membrane attack complex (MAC) and cell lysis.

The suspects involving complement system in AMD dated back to the reports that revealed drusen, the early marker of AMD contained a large number of complement proteins in the mid-1990s. Since that, discussion on complement cascade started in the field of AMD therapy.

Drugs targeting specific component of AMD
Complement component 3 (C3)
C3 is a dominant figure in the complement cascade, presumably controlling the entire complement system. The cleavage of C3 by C3 convertases starts the convergence of three activation pathways to the terminal phase via an amplification loop, producing more C3b and C3a and further contributes to the cell destruction. Researchers found that C3 knockdown mice did not develop choroidal neovascularization (CNV) after laser photoagulation, elucidating the essential role C3 plays in AMD development. Hence, C3 becomes an attractive target in the complement system. However, its powerful effect makes it impossible for us to ignore the risk of inhibiting its function completely. The complement system functions as the first defense line of innate immune response, protecting human organism from infections. The balance between its therapeutic benefits and risks brought out by general inhibition should be recognized clearly, especially considering AMD as a chronic disease which needs long-time treatment. Some researchers proposed that probably we can find a so-called adequate extent of inhibition instead of totally complete inhibition. For example, safety concerns on increased susceptibility to infections may be less pronounced when inhibitors are administered locally.

Compstatin (POT-4, AL-78898A)
Compstatin is a 13-residue, cyclic peptide that selectively binds to C3b and C3c. POT-4 (AL-78898A), a compstatin analog, was the first complement inhibitor to be tested in macular degeneration which has reigned a vibrant interest in this field. An early experiment on eight monkeys showed some encouraging results. Diffusion of drusen in the macula was noticed after 6 months of injection in four monkeys with 50 µg dose at 1-week interval and partial disappearance of drusen was further appeared by 9 months in all four monkeys, while higher level of drug dose (1 mg) exhibited unfavorable results. This might be caused by the unique characteristic of compstatin. After injection, it precipitates and forms a kind of gel in the vitreous which takes about 6 months to dissolve gradually. So it is possible that overdose might lead to opacity. AL-78898A via intravitreal injection significantly reduces the light-induced elevation of complement C3a on cynomolgus monkeys. Afterward, it was developed for application and showed some clinical efficacy in its Phase I trial (NCT00473928). However, both Phase II trials (NCT01157065, NCT01603043) failed to duplicate the success of Phase I. Much-reduced dose used in the Phase II trials than that in Phase I was considered to be part of the reasons. However, AL-78898A still remains valuable given the early success it has achieved. New trials with improved design and dosage should be carried out to reassess the feasibility.

APL-2
APL-2 is a synthetic cyclic peptide conjugated to a polyethylene glycol polymer that binds specifically to C3 and C3b, blocking all the three complement activation. In its Phase II trial FILLY enrolling 246 patients, APL-2 presented impressive reduction in the rate of GA lesion growth: 29% reduction in the GA lesion growth compared to control group after 12 months via intravitreal injection monthly. When analyzed post hoc, the monthly dosing group witnessed a significant 47% reduction when the every-other-month dosing group saw 33% in the second 6 months of the study, suggesting a better outcome with a higher injection frequency. However, it is noteworthy that APL-2 therapy group has a higher risk for developing wet AMD. In the monthly dosing group, the risk was 18% compared to 8% in every-other-month dosing group and only 1% in the control group. Whether there is any relationship between APL-2 and wet AMD remains uncertain, but this is a point we should figure out. Still, Apellis Pharmaceuticals (APLS) saw potential in its statistically significant effect in the
second 6 months of the study; thus, they planned to move forward with Phase III studies as soon as possible. The Phase III trial (NCT03525600) with 600 enrolled participants is assigned to four arms. Experimental groups receive 15 mg APL-2 monthly or every other month for 24 months via intravitreal injection.\(^{39}\) So far, the recruitment is still going on.\(^{36}\)

**Complement component 5 (C5)**

C5 is an effector molecule that acts downstream of C3,\(^{16}\) thus it may be a safer target posing less influence on the opsonization functions of complement system. Selective inhibition of C5a via intravitreal injection is reported to be effective and safe in reducing vascular leakage and CNV area significantly in laser-induced CNV in mice.\(^{40}\) But some research also claimed the contrary. Christopher B. Toomey reported\(^{41}\) the potential of C5a blockade as both monotherapy and combination therapy with anti-VEGF agents in wet AMD; however, he found it still insufficient to stop the progression in early/intermediate dry AMD in mice models.

**Eculizumab**

Eculizumab (Soliris) is the first FDA-approved anti-C5 huma-nized monoclonal antibody (mAb) for the systemic treatment of paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH) and atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome that came to the market in 2007. Eculizumab blocks C5a and C5b, thus abrogating its downstream pathways that contribute to AMD. The COMPLETE study (NCT00935883) applied it in the treatment of geographic atrophy (GA) via intravenous infusion to assess its safety and efficacy in AMD.\(^{42}\) The trial enrolled 30 patients with a follow-up of 52 weeks. Results showed no elimination in enlargement rate of GA in the eculizumab group from the placebo group. Blood samples collected showed that C5 activity did decrease to \(<1\%\) of normal levels by week 2 after treatment, proving the ability of eculizumab in inhibiting C5; however, this inhibition has made no contribution to treatment effects so far. The authors provided three possible explanations: 1) complement activation does not work in the growth of GA at all. Even if many researchers assume that complement activation plays a role in AMD, it is still a question today whether it only has limited influence on a certain duration of the disease. GA is classified as an advanced form of AMD, in which complement inhibitors can probably no longer make any change. 2) Inappropriate dose or delivery way of eculizumab. Giving drug systemically probably cannot reach the adequate level in the retina. The large size of eculizumab (148 kDa) makes it difficult to penetrate to the major site of complement deposition of AMD\(^{43}\) while the lack of tools to monitor the complement activities in the eye makes it also difficult to detect. Searching for an analog of eculizumab with a smaller molecule size can help to rule out this possibility. About the delivery way, administration intravitreally can achieve more direct results.\(^{44}\) But relatively, it can be only applied to the single eye at single time and a series of adverse effects like endophthalmitis could happen due to intravitreal injection. 3) C5 inhibition prevents only terminal complement activation with no effect on the earlier part of the complement pathway. This controversy has been existed up to now. Blocking C3 rather than C5 is a more direct but less sound way without doubt. All these might explain the failure of eculizumab in thwarting GA progression. To be mentioned, when eculizumab is applied to PNH, similar depressing clinical response is also reported. Research supposed that insufficient dosing and/or pharmacodynamic breakthrough might be the contributor.

Combining eculizumab with an agent controlling upstream activation or another C5 inhibitor can achieve better efficacy than eculizumab monotherapy.\(^{45}\) In this way, clinical trials can be carried out to combine eculizumab with C3 inhibitors in a bid to ramp up the efficacy. Researchers should also pay high attention to the risk of inhibiting general complement pathway. In addition, as C3 works in the upstream of C5, we should also consider if such combination can make any complimentary improvement to C3 mono-inhibition.

Despite of this failure, many researchers still expressed their interest in it as they believed what really matters behind GA is MAC. MAC, as a complement effector, is formed by C5b, C6 and some other soluble proteins. As the final product of the activated complement cascade, the importance of MAC has been discussed extensively. The MAC level increases in both normal aging and diseases, including AMD. Puran S. Bora\(^{25}\) suggested that the CNV will not occur at all without the formation of MAC. Kenneth J. Katschke, Jr.\(^{46}\) suggested that inhibiting both C5a and C5b provides better protection on the retina over inhibiting C5a alone. Some researchers also indicated that MAC assembly has to be initiated near C5 convertase.\(^{47}\) In view of these, MAC is closely bound up with C5 and actually plays a role in GA. What is more, MAC accumulation occurs along the microvascular injury, which is the early sign of AMD.\(^{48}\) Targeting MAC may be a protective therapy before advanced GA actually happens. CD59, a glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored membrane inhibitor was found inhibitive to MAC...
in a fairly strict setting, but no evidence has reported about its inhibition in vivo thus far.\textsuperscript{49} AAVCAGsCD59 is an ocular gene therapy product that can increase the expression of scCD59, a soluble form of CD59 via intravitreal injection and is now in the Phase I clinical trial (NCT03144999). As a gene therapy, the study expects to apply a single injection for whole life and evaluates its safety. We are looking forward to its results. Despite of the growing focus on MAC now, the clinical efficacy of eculizumab and other anti-C5 antibodies is still necessary to be elucidated, as C5b is closely involved in the formation of MAC.

**LFG316**

LFG316 is a fully human IgG1 targeting C5 and inhibits CP or AP. In its early experiments, results indicated that LFG316 could bind to C5 and prevent its cleavage.\textsuperscript{50} However, it did not demonstrate any success in its 12-month Phase II trial, announced on 6 February 2016, at the Angiogenesis, Exudation and Degeneration conference in Miami, USA.\textsuperscript{51}

LFG316 has an acceptable safety profile ... for further development, but monthly treatment with LFG316 monotherapy was not efficacious, either in GA lesion reduction or in visual acuity [gains]

Parisa Zamiri, MD, PhD said.\textsuperscript{52}

**Avacincaptad pegol**

Zimura (avacincaptad pegol, ARC1905) is a selective C5 inhibitor. It was at first planned to be administered in combination with anti-VEGF agents to provide synergistic merits to anti-VEGF monotherapy.\textsuperscript{53} Supplementing anti-VEGF therapy with a complement inhibitor such as Zimura is a way believed to have the potential to further enhance the efficacy of anti-VEGF monotherapy in wet AMD. The Phase II study (NCT03362190) estimated to enroll 60 patients and finished on 15 November 2018. It aims to establish the safety and tolerability of Zimura with Lucentis\textsuperscript{®} 0.5 mg in wet AMD but no results have been posted on ClinicalTrials.gov yet.\textsuperscript{54} The Phase Ib trial (NCT02686658) with estimated enrollment of 200 participants in an attempt to evaluate the safety and efficacy of intravitreous administration of Zimura monotherapy in GA patients has finished the data collection now.\textsuperscript{55}

**Complement factor D (CFD)**

Factor D works as the rate-limiting enzyme, activating the AP and amplificating the complement response.\textsuperscript{56} It is reckoned as a prime candidate to inhibit the AP given that it occupies the rather upstream position. Also, it has the lowest plasma concentration among the complement proteins.\textsuperscript{57} Anti-complement factor D blocks factor D cleavage of factor B to factor Bb, thus inhibiting the AP while the other two pathways still remain intact.\textsuperscript{58} Researchers tried to apply the anti-human FD antibody in rabbits via intravitreal delivery.\textsuperscript{59} Since FB is the substrate of FD, researchers investigated the FD inhibition through FB breakdown product Ba. Both Ba generation in plasma and anterior segment were not affected by intravitreal anti-FD antibody. This result indicated that ocular anti-human FD antibody is generated rather locally with barely any systematic influence.

**Lampalizumab (FCFD4514S)**

The anti-complement FD Fab lampalizumab is the first therapeutic antibody that demonstrated the farthest therapeutic effect toward clinical use. M. van Lookeren Campagne\textsuperscript{60} elucidated its potent and selective blockade of AP activation through binding to the C-terminal portion of FD. Preclinical tests based on cynomolgus monkeys suggested the potential of intravitreous injection (IVT) administered anti-complement FD as a treatment of AMD. Serum AP activity was reduced between 2 and 6 hrs post-injection for the 20 mg IVT dose group compared to the range of 5 mins to 3 hrs in 0.2and 20 mg intravenous groups. The minimum serum AFD levels should be ≥2 µg/mL to make some difference.\textsuperscript{44}

In its Phase Ia study (NCT00973011), researchers found its maximum tolerated dose was 10 mg.\textsuperscript{61} The maximum serum concentration following a single 10 mg IVT dose was only 257 ng/mL, which was eightfold lower than 2 µg/mL, suggesting 10 mg IVT dose may not be enough to make any influence on the systemic FD activity.\textsuperscript{44} In its Phase II study called MAHALO (NCT01602120) with 129 participants, a significant 20.4% reduction rate in GA lesion area was reported with 10 mg lampalizumab monthly after 18 months.\textsuperscript{62} It has two Phase III clinical trials called CHROMA (NCT02247531) with 906 participants and SPECTRI (NCT02247479) with 975 participants, both applying 10 mg dose every 4 or 6 weeks. Failure was declared in SPECTRI to meet its primary endpoint of reducing mean change in GA lesion area in patients treated with lampalizumab compared with sham treatment during 48 weeks of treatment.\textsuperscript{63} Differences in adjusted mean change in GA lesion area (lampalizumab minus sham) were 0.05 mm\textsuperscript{2} for lampalizumab every 6 weeks in CHROMA, and 0.09 mm\textsuperscript{2} for lampalizumab every 6 weeks in SPECTRI.\textsuperscript{64} But in MAHALO, it was −0.6 mm\textsuperscript{2} for lampalizumab monthly after 18 months, which is totally opposite.\textsuperscript{65} As lampalizumab has been given such great expectations before, this failure was
so devastating that some researchers even hesitate again whether complement cascade is an appropriate therapeutic target. The reason behind the failure has not been elucidated clearly but according to Frank G. Holz, they inclined to believe MAHALO as a sweet accident.64 This completely subverted the original assumption.

**Anti-MASP-2**

**OMS721**

MASP-2 functions in translating binding of the lectin complement pathway-recognition complexes into complement activation. C3b generation is inhibited and LP activation is prevented through solely blocking MASP-2 as it can auto-activate and generate a C3 convertase by its own.66 OMS721 is a humanized IgG molecule against MASP-2. To date, there are no clinical trials identified on ClinicalTrials.gov about OMS721 in GA. But some researchers indicated that anti-MASP-2 antibodies intraperitoneally in advance reduce 50% of the CNV in the laser-induced wet AMD afterward.67 To be clear, the feasibility and efficacy of OMS721 will remain intriguing until its debut in clinical trials. But as József Dobó pointed out, when only MASP-2 was inhibited by anti-MASP-2 agent, the level of C3 deposition only dropped to 61% of the non-inhibited value. While only MASP-1 was inhibited, the level decreased to 43.5%. If both inhibited, the level decreased sharply to 3.3%.66 MASP-1 is usually over-qualified as an auxiliary enzyme when put together with MASP-2, but it seems to make some amelioration in this regard. What level should C3 inhibition achieve is still far from conclusive. It is also possible that OMS721 alone will not wield encouraging influence just like many other anti-complement factors. Combining OMS721 with another anti-MASP-1 agent is also a way worth a try.

**Anti-properdin**

Properdin is the only positive complement regulator that acts by stabilizing C3 and C5 convertases and initiating the AP. It was reported to be detected in 50% of the patients with wet AMD.68 Many evidence support that anti-properdin shows counterintuitive effects on C3 inhibition.69

**mAb 1340 and NM9401**

Both of the two antibodies bind properdin with high avidity and prevent the interaction with C3, causing the cessation of AP in vitro.70 According to Diana Pauly, mAb 1340 was up to 15 times more efficient in inhibiting the complement pathway compared with C5 antibodies in vitro.71 Such binding seems to be more specific as some mentioned that therapeutic targeting of properdin may produce less side effects than inhibiting other components of the AP.72 To some extent, we can deduce that inhibiting the complement pathway through inhibiting properdin yields less influence on the function of rest complement pathway, thus retaining necessary cascade function. Theoretically, we can speculate that they will achieve similar effects in vivo. But temporarily, both anti-properdin remain preclinical.

**CLG561**

CLG561 was reported fail to slow the enlargement of GA in the Phase II study at the Angiogenesis, Exudation and Degeneration 2016 meeting in February.73 The Phase I clinical trial of CLG561 (NCT01835015) enrolled 50 participants with the follow-up up to 84 days in 2014. Generally, improvement of best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) was seen in different dose groups, however, the IOP also increased. The most common adverse effect is conjunctival hemorrhage, affecting 9 of 31 participants.74 The Phase II clinical trial of CLG561 (NCT02515942) enrolled 114 participants with the follow-up of 16 weeks. The purpose of this trial is to evaluate the efficacy of 12 intravitreal injections of CLG561 with the interval of every 28 days as well as the efficacy of CLG561 in combination with LFG316. This trial has finished on 1 December 2017, however, results showed no statistically difference between CLG561 group and CLG561+LFG316 group in BCVA.75

**Anti-CFB**

Complement factor B (CFB) is a serine protease that is active in the early stages of the alternative complement cascade.76 Although there seems no significant increase of FB by itself in AMD, it can bind to properdin-bound C3b and further be cleaved by FD. Inhibition of FB influences other factors competing to bind to PC3b, such as C3a and C5a.76 C3a is a potent anaphylatoxin and it is reported to be associated with the formation of basal deposits beneath retinal pigment epithelia.77 Furthermore, genetic studies have revealed that haplotype (H1) variant of FB is a risk factor for AMD, suggesting the relationship between FB and AMD.78 Therefore, anti-CFB might work. Experiments on mice or cynomolgus monkeys have proved that subcutaneous injection instead of IVT can also markedly reduce the ocular FB levels. In this way, the risk of inflammation can decrease.79
IONIS-FB-LRx (ISIS 696844)
IONIS-FB-LRx affect AP through directly reducing the production of FB. It has undergone the Phase I trial (ACTRN12616000335493) with the sample size of 30 participants in 2017 to evaluate the safety and tolerability of two different doses (10 and 20 mg) administered subcutaneously. According to Daniel Ricklin, IONIS-FB-LRx showed dose-dependent reduction of FB level up to 50%. The Phase II clinical trial of IONIS-FB-LRx (NCT03446144) has carried out to assess the safety and efficacy of it with an estimated enrollment of 120 patients over a 69-week treatment period; however, it is withdrawn now due to the business objective change.

T0A106 (mAb 1379) and Bikaciomab (NM9308)
MAb 1379 also inhibits AP at the level of factor B, keeping the rest complement system intact. Up to 4 μg of mAb 1379 is needed to fully inhibit AP in 10 μL of sera from various of species in vitro. For example, a 1 mg dose per intraperitoneal injection is able to completely take effect for 48 hrs at maximum in mice.

Bikaciomab is a murine IgG, reducing immune effector functions.

To date, there are no clinical trials about these two identified on ClinicalTrials.gov on GA yet.

IBI302
Most drugs nowadays are confined to a single target and there seems room for their efficacy. Some began to consider about the feasibility of combination therapy such as combining two different complement inhibitors or combining complement inhibitor with anti-VEGF agents as I have mentioned before. Anti-VEGF agents are the most widely used treatment for AMD nowadays. IBI302 (Innovent) is a fairly novel bispecific decoy receptor fusion protein which inhibits both VEGF and complement cascade at the same time. The affinity characteristics and pharmacokinetics of it have been evaluated in vitro and in rhesus monkeys. With a single IVT injection, retina and choroid can still detect IBI302 at 504 hrs after dose while the highest level is seen in vitreous humor, suggesting its well distribution and long remaining time. The binding affinity of IBI302 for complement proteins is up to 9.96 nM for C3b and 7.75 nM for C4b. Besides, its binding affinity to VEGF isoforms is also high, similar to aflibercept, a common anti-VEGF agent. The molecular size is approximately 156 kDa, which is larger than eculizumab, suggesting the need to consider about the penetration problem. No concrete rate of penetration has been reported, but researchers are positive about its effective tissue targeting ability due to rather low systemic IBI302 level. Study about IBI302 is limited up till now, but we can infer that IBI302 is a potential candidate for AMD based on its favorite PK profiles and affinity ability revealed in existing information. IBI302 is undergoing the Phase I clinical trial now and we are really looking forward to the results.

Challenges and discussion
Complement activation takes part in many neurodegenerative diseases. With the growing awareness that complement system also plays an integral role in AMD, there sees a surge in novel immune-modulatory strategies in recent decades.

However, to date, approved treatment options still remained so scarce considering so many candidates undergoing clinical trials (Table 1). Despite the fact that most of the agents seemed promising in theory and even in vitro, their efficacy was still far from satisfactory when being evaluated in clinical trials.

Below categories are several possible reasons for the failure in treatment options.

Action stage
GA is the advanced stage of AMD. Nearly all the complement inhibitors today focus on treating GA that has already taken place but barely succeeded in reversing it. Such limited effect seems to suggest that the intervention should be initiated at an earlier action stage. What about applying them before GA really happens? Will they help postponing or even prevent the progression from the early stage of AMD? This is a new point of research now. As we have not found out the exact initiator of AMD, it is intricate to choose the appropriate target level and pathway.

Precise and early diagnosis
Innovation should be fostered to achieve a more sensitive evaluation, not only when diagnosing but also when assessing the treatment effect. Fundus examination is a rather recognized means in many trials ongoing recently, however, it does not necessarily correlate with progression of visual loss. The drawbacks of fundus autofluorescence also include susceptibility to media opacities and difficulty in imaging the fovea due to macular pigment that absorbs blue light. Moreover, although some researchers have raised the idea that combining autofluorescence imaging with other
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Administration</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Primary outcome</th>
<th>ClinicalTrials.gov</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zimura</td>
<td>C5</td>
<td>Intravitreal</td>
<td>Ophthotech Corporation</td>
<td>Phase II recruiting (In combination with Lucentis); Phase II active</td>
<td>Safety; mean rate of change in GA measured by FAF</td>
<td>NCT03362190, NCT02686658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compstatin (POT-4, AL-78898A)</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Intravitreal</td>
<td>Apellis (Potentia Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Alcon research)</td>
<td>Phase I completed, Phase II completed</td>
<td>Safety; Mean reduction from baseline in central subfield retinal thickness at week 4; Incidence of special events</td>
<td>NCT00473928, NCT01157065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMY-101</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Subcutaneous or intravenous</td>
<td>Amyndas Pharmaceuticals S.A.</td>
<td>Phase I completed</td>
<td>Safety up to 21 days after treatment</td>
<td>NCT03316521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFG316</td>
<td>C5</td>
<td>Intravitreal</td>
<td>Novartis Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>Phase I completed, Phase II completed</td>
<td>GA lesion growth measured by FAF from baseline to day 505 and 337</td>
<td>NCT01527500, NCT02515942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IONIS-FB-LRx (ISIS 696844)</td>
<td>CFb</td>
<td>Subcutaneously</td>
<td>Ionis Pharmaceuticals, Inc.</td>
<td>Phase II withdrawn</td>
<td>Percent change in plasma complement factor B level up to 86 weeks</td>
<td>NCT03446144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eculizumab</td>
<td>C5</td>
<td>Intravenous</td>
<td>Alexion Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>Phase II completed</td>
<td>Growth of GA and decrease in drusen volume in 6 months</td>
<td>NCT00935883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAVCAGsCD59</td>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Intravenous</td>
<td>Hemera Biosciences</td>
<td>Phase I active, not recruiting</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>NCT03144999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APL-2</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Intravenous</td>
<td>Apellis Pharmaceuticals, Inc.</td>
<td>Phase III recruiting</td>
<td>Change from baseline to month 12 in total area of GA lesion(s) measured by FAF</td>
<td>NCT03525600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLG561</td>
<td>Properdin</td>
<td>Intravenous</td>
<td>Alcon Research Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research</td>
<td>Phase II completed (monotherapy and in combination with LFG316)</td>
<td>Change in GA lesion size from baseline to Day 337 measured by FAF Safety</td>
<td>NCT02515942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lampalizumab (FCFD45145)</td>
<td>CFD</td>
<td>Intravenous</td>
<td>Hoffmann-La Roche</td>
<td>Phase III completed</td>
<td>Change from baseline in GA area measured by FAF at year 1</td>
<td>NCT02247479</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** GA, geographic atrophy; FAF, fundus autofluorescence.
Researchers also compared the atrophy area or CFI risk-allele group. Actually, the process of visual loss is rather slow, Authors argued that probably inhibition of drusen growth rather than reduction of drusen volume works as a better parameter. Researchers also compared the atrophy area measured by FAF and SD-OCT. It turns out that any area measured by FAF was larger than that measured by SD-OCT, suggesting the unreliability of these existed means to some extent. BCVA, another common functional endpoint, is also far from enough. It often underrepresents the functional deficits. Actually, the process of visual loss is rather slow, therefore, patients can preserve the foveal function as lesions appear outside the fovea first. Based on the existed study, at least during the period of 12–24 months, eyes with foveal-sparing GA can show no obvious visual decrease. All these suggest that considering right now we have limited understanding about how complement therapy works out thoroughly, new and more measurement parameters should be applied together to achieve a more well-grounded assessment.

**Rare variants**

As we mentioned above, several rare variants recently identified contributing to AMD risk are located in the complement genes. It is rational that patients carrying certain rare variant in a complement gene might benefit more from the same complement inhibition treatment than others, especially if they carry the variants that severely affect complement activation. Some researchers believe that recognizing the predisposing genetic factors in AMD is helpful to identify the high-risk populations in the early period. For example, Arg1210Cys, a rare variant of CFH gene was found about 18 times more in AMD patients than in control individuals and these carriers had the disease onset 6 years earlier. In this way, uncovering the rare variants behind AMD is meaningful. But there is still much controversy about this. Nicole T. M. Saksens did not recognize the hypothesis that rare variant can make any difference in treatment efficacy. Also, in the well-known Phase III trial of lampalizumab, researchers debunked the claim proposed in its early MAHALO study that CFI-profile status worked as a genetic biomarker for progression of GA or CFI risk-allele group showed better response to lampalizumab. Larger cohorts should be carried out to identify more rare variants and find out the genetic association with AMD. This is helpful to unravel the pathogenic mechanisms.

**Ocular pharmacokinetics and drug delivery issues**

About the complement inhibitors themselves, ocular pharmacokinetics and drug delivery issues of the candidates are also important points to consider. The eye is a highly protected organ with the blood-ocular barrier preventing large molecules from crossing it and penetrating into the eye. Usually this so-called “large” is 76.5±1.5 kDa for human eyes. Therefore, some researchers blame the failure of ecuizumab on its molecule size, which is 148 kDa. A smaller molecule size is desirable for its permeation if it is given intravenously while it may also cause easier clear by systemic circulation rapidly, decreasing the time of necessary therapeutic concentration. The size should be weighed between high penetration and high absorption. IVT is another common way of administration, which can broach the barrier directly. But it can also bring out adverse effect like increased IOP and subconjunctival hemorrhage due to such an invasive maneuver. In addition, IVT enables the drug concentration to peak immediately while has no improvement in maintaining the effective concentration. Both administration routes are used frequently now. By extension, different dose should be given according to these two different routes. Adequate dose is definitely the major premise for success. Studies on other novel delivery techniques pursuing long-lasting and stable effect are also urgent and fairly popular right now in AMD, especially in wet AMD. For example, nanocarriers have been a hot topic owing to their biocompatibility in delivering anti-VEGF agents in wet AMD. This affords a salutary lesson for GA. With the help of a better delivery system and improvement of drug design, the outcomes of the trials might be more encouraging.

**Animal models**

Accurate animal models help a lot in developing novel therapies, however, we all know that no animal model available now can faithfully recapitulate the complex anatomic features of human eye. Researchers usually use monkeys, rabbits and mice models. But they all have some defects. For example, mice do not have macular at all; the vascular endothelial cells of rabbits distributed unevenly.
and unstably. Results of animal experiments are not comparable to human trials. This might be part of the reason why some complement inhibitor achieved positive outcomes in animal experiments but failed in following clinical trials.

**Actual role of complement modulation in AMD**

Beyond these different reasons above, however, lies a fundamental doubt. That is the role of complement modulation in AMD. Researchers have reached the consensus that AMD is a multi-factorial disease and complement modulation is part of it, but what is its actual share in AMD pathogenesis? How it interacts with other pathological mechanisms like oxidative damage and lipid metabolism? Which subgroup of AMD it plays a role in? At this time, they are still not well understood. Therefore, it is urgent to clarify whether complement system plays a crucial role. Existing clinical trials on complement inhibitors have covered both dry and wet types, mostly in the field of GA. Some complement inhibitors have been evaluated in both types, such as LFG316.

**Conclusion**

Complement cascade plays a pivotal role in AMD pathogenesis, which has been revealed in so many studies in recent years. Thus, it is probably a fairly potential strategic target for therapy. But to date, there is no encouraging success in clinical trials to support this assumption. Further studies are urgent in order to provide a better understanding of the pathogenesis and identify valid therapeutic target.
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